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As part of an investigation of the application &.nuclear 
energytoafrcraft, calculatiane have been made to determine the 
effect of several operating conditions on the performance of 
condensers for steam-turbine power plants. The analysis covered 
a range of turbine-inlet pressures from 1000 to 1800 pounds per 
square inch absolute and turbine-outlet pressures from 10 to 
200 pounds per square inchabaolute for various condenser cooling- 
afr pressure drops, flight sp88ds, and altitudes. Some calcula- 
tions w8r8 made to determine the advisability of usln@; a cooling 
fan in conjunction with tine steam condenser. 

A rough estimate of the total power-plant weight Including 
propeller but excluding reactor is Included along with values of 
the ratfo of &&sable load (load-carrying capacity) to aIrplan 
gross weight for a steam-turbine-powered aircraft at one set of 
turbine Op8titing conditions and tW‘o flight Conditions. 

At a turbine-inlet pressure of 1400 pounds per square inch 
absolute and a turbine-inlet tamperature af 866O F, the minImum 
specific condenser weight wan 257 pounds per 1000 net thrust 
hors8poWerandthe mInimum specific condenserfrontalareawae 
16.7 square feet per 1000 net thrust horsepower. These values 
occurred at a turbI.n8-outlet pressure of 100 pounds per square 
inch absolute, a flight speed of 500 miles per hour, and an 
altitude of about 15,000 feet. 

One possible method of application of nuclear energy to aircraft 
propulsion is the use of a nuclear reactor as the heat source in a 
steam-turbfne power plant. Aside from reactor considerations, the 
condenser, clue to its excees>ve size and internal drag power, presents 
an important problem in the use af such a system. - - 

UNCLASSIFIED 
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The results of au aualysis to determine the effect of steam-cycle 
operating conditions, oooling-air pressure drop, altitude, ami flight 
speed on the frontal. area, weight, and 4.nterual drag of the condenser 
ere reported. The analysis covers a range of turbine-inlet pressures, 
turbine-outlet pressures, cmoling-air pressure drops, altitudes, and 
flight spseds, 

An eStimate of the total power-plant Weight, excluding the 
wefght of the nuclear reactor, was made for one set of turbine 
operat5ng oorU.tions and two flight conditious and was used to cal- 
oulate the percentage of the gross weight of the airplane that would 
be available far carrying the Eeactor and cargo. 

Condenser ccmpu-+tious were based on au aluminum heat exchanger 
of the aIroraft fin-and-tube type. Heat-dissipation rates and sme 
cooling-air pressure-drop data were obtained from charts supplied 
by the heat-exohanger mauufaotumr. 

METHODS OF ANALYSIS 

The power plant was considered to oonsist of a nuclear-reactor 
boiler, a steam turbine, au air-oooled oondenser, amI the n8cessary 
pmps, valves, and piping. The boiler feed pump was assumed to be 
driven direotly by the turbine and the uet shaft power delivered to 
a propeller. 

CakRiLatiOnS were made to determine the effect of stesm-cycle 
operatfng oonditious, ratio of cooling-air static+pressure drop to 
canpressible dvnsmio pressure (Ap/q), altitude, and flight speed 
on condenser size a13L Internal drsg power. sale additional calcu- 
lations were made to determlns the effect of a cooling fan on 
condenser performance. 

Calculatims were made for two flight conditious to determine 
what percentage of the gross weight of a steam-turbine-powered. air- 
plane would be available for disposable load, that is, for the 
nuclear reactor and cargo. 

The oaloulatlons covered a range of turbine-outlet pressures 
frm 10 to 200 pounds per square inch absolute and a range of 
Ap/q frcen 0.10 to 0.60 at turbine-inlet pressures of 1000, 1400, 
and 1800 pounds per square inoh abeolute for a flight speed of 
$00 miles per hour and an altftude of 30,000 feet. For each cm- 
bInation of tI.Irbin8-iIil.et and turbine-outlet pressure, a turbins- 
inlet temperature was seleoted that would give saturated steam 
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(loo-percent quslity) at the turbine outlet. A range of flight 
speeds from 100 to 500 miles per hour was investigated at el.tItudes 
of sea-level, 15,000, and 30,000 feet for turbine-inlet and twbine- 
outlet pressures of 1400 and 100 pounds per square inch absolute, 
respectively. 

For all calculatious except those Involving power-plant-weight 
estimates, the steam rate was adjusted to give 1000 net shaft horse- 
power from the turbine with an adiabatic efficiency of 85 percent. 
The 1000 horsepower was then wplied to a propeller having an 
effioiency of 85 percent. 

Condenser oalculations were based on an aircraft fin-aml-tube- 
type heat exchanger manufactured by HarrisonRadiator Division, 
General Wtors Corporation having B core w-sight, Including tube 
headers but excluding inlet and outlet staam tanks, of 15.4 pounds 
per square foot of core frontal area. Several core configurations 
for the fin-and-tube-t=0 construction were investigated and the 
exchanger with the core structure, shown schematically In figure 1, 
was found to give the best performance. Heat-dissipation rates 
were determined from charts supplied by the heat-exchanger manu- 
facturer. Cooling-air pressure drops were determined from the 
mnufactur8rts charts modified to account for the 8ffecte of alti- 
tudeandhigherheatloading. 

FQT a given heat rejection to the cooling air by the condenser 
ard cooling-air pressure drop, the required oondenser frontal area 
andweightaudthe weight flow of cooling air were determimdfrom 
the modified charts. The Intern&l drag power of the condenser was 
thencalculatedfromthe ohange inmomenttm of the cooling air, 
The net thrust power was taken as the algebraic difference between 
the propeller thrust power (product of turbine power aud propeller 
efficiency) and the internal drag power of the condenser. specific 
oomdenser weight and frontal area were then computed fram the net 
thrust power and the weight and frontal 83788 of the oondeuser. 

The calculations of disposable load, which were based on 
5000 net shaft horsepower frcan the turbine, involved the deter- 
mktation of the nacelle drag power and an estimation of the total 
power-plant weight including propeller, engine mountings, air 
ducting, ard controls. A lift-to-drag ratio of 18 for the air- 
plane without nacelles and a ratio of structural weight to gross 
weight of 0.4 were.assumed. One calculation was made assuming the 
condenser to be so instaU.ed inthe wiugethatno condenser external 
drag was involved and another calculation was made fm the comlenser 
enclos8d In a nacelle. 
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Amy sta air (99O F at sea level) was used. for ell calcu- 
lations. Details of the calculations are presented in the appendix. 

RESULTS AND DISCXBSIOH 

Steam-cycle performance. - The effect of turbine-outlet pres- 
sure on cycle efficiency, steam rate, turbine-inlet temperature, 
react=-heat input, hetbrejected by-condenser, and turbine-outlet 
twrature is shown in figure 2 for a net turbine horsepower of 
1000 and a turbine efficiency of 63 percent at turbine-inlet pres- 
sures of 1000, 1400, and lSO0 pounds per square inch absolute. 
Turbine-inlet temperatures were selected to give saturated steam 
of loo-percent quality at the turbine outlet. 

As the outlet pressure increases and the inlet pressure decreases, 
the cycle efficiency decreases; the steam rate, the reactor-heat inputJ 
and the condenser heat rejection incre8se. The increases in reactor- 
heat input ati condenser heat rejection sre due to the decrease in 
cycle efficiency and the attendant increases in stesm rate required 
to maintain constant turbine output. 

Effect of turbine-outlet pressure on condenser performance. 
The effect of turbine-outlet Pressure on net thrust power, condenser 
weight emd frontal area, specific condenser weight (lb/lOi)O net 
thrust hp), sxxl specific condenser frontal area (sq ft/1000 net 
thrust hp) is shown in figure 3 for turbine-inlet pressures of 
1000, 1400, and 1800 pounds per square inch absolute, values of 
Ap/q of 0.20, 0.40, ami 0.60, and 1000 turbine horsepower. 

As the outlet pressure is increased from its minimum value of 
10 pounis per squsre inch, the condenser weight and frontal srea 
show an initial decrease followed by an increase, with the minimum 
values occurring at an outlet pressure of about 40 pounds per square 
inch absolute. The condenser frontal area ard weight are directly 
proportional to the heat to be removed by the condenser S, and 
inversely proportfonal to the initial temperature difference AT 
between the condensing steam and the entering cooling air. In t e k 
low outlet-pressure range, ATi increases more rapidly than Q; 
hence, there is an initial decrease in condenser exe&. Above an 
outlet pressure of about 40 poumis per square inch absolute, however, 
Qc increases more rapidly than ATi and the area must also increase. 
The required frontal area decreases with increasing inlet pressure 
owing to the attendant decrease in heat rejection. (See fig. 2.) 
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The net thrust power increases with outlet pressure for most 
combinations of inlet pressure and Ap/p. The exceptions are at a 
Ap/q of 0.60 at inlet pressures of 1000 and 1400 pounds per square 
inch absolute where the net thrust power reaches a msximm value 
and then decreases as the outlet pressure is further increased frcan 
its Illidmm VEiLue. (See fig. 3(c).) The changes in net thrust 
power are due to the combined effects of increased ateem tempera- 
ture and heat rejection on the cooling-air flow and temperature 
rise and hence on intern& drag power (Merdith effect). 

Net thrust power increases with increasing turbine-inlet pree- 
sure except at high turbine-outlet pressures for a Ap/q of 0.20. 
(See fig, 3(a).) At constant outlet pressure, and hence constant 
outlet steam temperature, 8 decrease in inlet pressure increases 
the heat rejection and thus increases the required condenser size 
snd tot&l cooling-air flow. For most cases, this result means an 
increase in internal drag power with a consequent decrease in net 
thrust power. At a Ap/q of 0.20 and high outlet pTessure8, 
however, the condenser has negative internal drag (thrust) and the 
increase in cooling-air flow resulting frczu the decreased turbine- 
inlet pressure increases this thrust and hence the net power. It 
may be noted that the propeller thrust horsepower is 850 
(0.85 x lOOO), and therefare condenser thrust and drag powers are 
the difference between values of net thrust power from the data 
figures and 850; positive values of the difference indicate thrust 
arxi negative values indicste drag. 

Specific condenser weight and specific condenser frontal area 
have a minimum point at turbine-outlet pressures between approxi- 
mately 30 and 100 pounds per square inch absolute for the range of 
inlet pressures and Ap/q investigated. Minimum specific weights 
and ereas occur at the maximmu inlet pressure. 

Although low turbine-outlet pressures ere generally considered 
desirable in steam work as far as efficiency is concerned, in an 
aircraft installation low outlet pressures with the attendant low 
ateam temperatures (low initial temperature differences ATi) 
result in excessive condenser size, The decrease in steem-cycle 
efficiency attending operation at high outlet pressures is pertly 
compensated for in aircraft installations by the decreased internal 
drag or, for tsclll~e casea, by the increased thrust developed by the 
condenser as a result of the greater heat dissipation. Furthermare, 
operation at high outlet pressures would be advantageous frapa the 
consideration of decreased turbine weight. 
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Effect of cooling-air pressure drop on condenser performance. - 
The variation of net thrust power, condenser weight and frontal ere8, 
and specific coIvienser weight and frontal area with Ap/q is 
shown in figure 4 (a cross-plot of fig. 3) frx turbine-inlet pres- 
suree of 1000, 1400, ti 1800 pounds per square inch absolute and 
a turbine-otilet pregsure of 100 pounds per square inch absolute. 

c 
22 CQ 

The condenser weight and frontal area decrease with increasing 
Ap/q inasmuch as the required area is less at the higher pressure 
drops. The net thrust horsepower also decreases with increasing 
Ap/q due to the imreaee in internal drag power. 

The specific condenser weight and frontal area have minimum 
values at a Ap/q of about 0.30 at all turbine-inlet pressures for 
the flight speed and altitude shown. The values of Ap/q corre- 
sgonding to min&.num values of specific conieneer weight and frontal 

- area vary e-what with flight speed a& eltitude,as will be seen 
in a subsequent figure. 

Effect of turbine-inlet temperature on condenser performance. - 
The variation of net thrust power, condenser weight and frontal sre8, 
and specific condenser weight and frontal area with turbine-inlet tempera- 
ture is shown in figure 5. The curves are for a turbine-inlet pres- 
sure ,of 1400 pounds per square inch absolute, a turbine-outlet pres- 
sure of 100 pounds per square inch absolute, a Ap/q of 0.30, and a 
turbine horsepower of 1000. A line a-b is &awn through a tampera- 
ture of 666O F, the turbine-inlet temperature that will give satu- 
rated steam (100-percent quality) at the turbine outlet for the 
turbine-inlet and turbine-outlet pressures considered. Any tempera- 
ture above 866' F will result in superheated steam at the turbine 
outlet. 

Superheating to turbine-inlet temperatures higher than those 
required to give saturated steam at the turbine outlet results in 
an increase in steam-cycle efficiency and in work available per 
pound of steam with the result that for constant turbine horee- 
power the steam flow is decreased. Although the heat rejected by 
the condenser per pound of steam increases, the total heat that 
must be removed by the condenser is decreased. Also, the higher 
turbine-outlet (condenser-inlet) steam temperature increases the 
initial temperature difference between the steam and the cooling 
Ebb?. The reduced heat rejection and the higher initial tamperature 
difference act to decrease the condenser frontal are& &nd weight. 
The foregoing effects are offset to acme extent by the fact that 
the heat-transfer coefficient for cooling superheated steam is con- 
eiderably smaller than for condensing steam with the result that 
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the surface area and, hence, frontal area required for cooling the 
steam is proportionately larger. A reduction in specific condenser 
weight a&. frontal area of about 8 percent is obtained by increasing 
the turbine-inlet temperature from 866O to 1600° F. 

These results were obtained assuming the same exchanger core 
structure to be used for the cooling as for the condensing process. 
A somewhat greater reduction in specific cotienser frontal area 
and 8 slightly geater reduction in specific condenser weight with 
increasing turbine-inlet temperature may possibly be obtained by 
using 821 exchmger specifically designed for the steam-coolfng 
process. 

Effect of flight speed acd. altitude on condenser performance. 
The effect of flight speed on net thrust horsepower, specific con- 
denser weight, end specific condenser frontal area for-various 
cordenser weights apd frontal areas at altitudes of sea-level, 
15,000, and 30,000 feet is shown in figure 6. The turbine-inlet 
pressure is 1400 pounds per square inch absolute, the turbine- 
outlet pressure is 100 pouide per squsre inch absolute, the 
turbine-inlet tnmperatwe is 866O F, axd the turbine horsepower 
is -1000. Also shown on these curves me lines of constant Ap/q. 
The lines of required pressure drop equal to mexImm available 
pressure drop mark the limiting flight speeds below which the 
condensers will not dissipate the required mount of heat. 

In general, for constant altitude and condenser weight and 
frontal sre8, the net thrust power increases and the specific 
condenser weight and frontal area decrease with increasing flight 
speed. The effect of flight speed decreases as the altitude decreases 
and at se8 level the curves for net thrust power and specific weight 
and Frontal area exe relatively insensitive to changes Zn flight 
speed. The highest net thrust powers sre obtained with the largest 
condensers at all altitudes because the required pressure drops 
and, hence, the interna drag power losses exe lees, The condenser 
weight a&frontal area far minimum specific weight akL frontal 
area increases slightly with increasing altitude; however, the 
13.0-square-foot condenser is approxfmstely the optimum, on the 
basis of specific weight, for the range of altitudes and flight 
speeds investigated. The curve for the 9.7-square-foot condenser 
was omitted from figure 6(c) (altitude, 30,000 ft) because of the 
extremely high specific condenser weight and specific frontal area. 

Figure 6 shows, as previously mentioned, that the values of 
Ap/q correspo~ng to minimum values of specific cosldenser weight 
and frontal s;reaverywithfldght apeedandaltitude. For constant 

i 
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altitude, the value of Ap/q corresponding tominLmum specific con- 
denser weight and frontal area tends to increase as flight speed is 
decreased.. Cron-parison of figures 6(a), 6(b), and 6(c) shows that 
for constant flight speed the value of Ap/q for minimum specific 
weight and area Increases as the altitude is Increased. 

The variation of net thrust horsepower with flight speed and 
altitude for the condenser weI.ghing 200 pozllyis and having a frontal 
area of 13.0 square feet is shown as a three-dimensional plot in 
figure7. The line a-b indfcates the combinations of altitude 
ti flight speed for which the required pressure drop equals the 
maximum available pressure drop. At sea level, the minImum speed 
is about 185 miles per hour; the power plsnt would therefore have 
to be operated partly noncondensing in take-off until this minimum 
speed is reached. 

Themsximumpointonthe surface c-d-e-f indicates the speed 
and altitude at which msximMl net thrust power and hence, mindmum 
specific weight and mm specific frontal are8 occur. AllliIlhUUl 
specific weight of 257 pounds and a minimum specific frontal area 
of 16.7 square feet occur at an altitude of about 15,000 feet and 
a flight speed of 500 miles per hour. This front&I. area is Urge 
compared to that required for a radiator for a conventional liquid- 
cooled aircraft engine (about 1.5 sq ft/lOOO hp). 

Effect of cooling fan on condenser perfczmance. - The effect 
of a cooling fan on condenser performance is shown in figure 8 
where net thrust horsepower, s&.fic condenser weight, and specific 
condenser frontal area ere plotted against APf/q (ratio of total 
pressure rise across the fan to compressible dynsmlc pressure at 
the assumed altitude gnd speed) for various condense weights and 
frontal areas at a flight speed of 500 miles per hour and an slti- 
tude of 30,000 feet. The line APf/q = 0 represents the case 
where no fan is used. 

For each of the condensers considered, the net thrust power 
has 8maximumv8lue sad the sp8cffic condenser weightandarea 
have mInimum values when APf/q is between 0.5 ani 1.0. The 
curves indicate only a smsll improvement in performance by the 
addition of 8 fan except for the 9.7-square-foot condenser. 
Although the improvement in performanc 8 of this cozxlenser is large, 
its best performance is considerably poorer than the larger con- 
densers with no fan. 
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The effeot of a fan on colldeneer perf ormence is shown in fig- 
ure 9 for 8 19.5-square-foot condenser et three altitudes et a 

* flight speed of 500 mile8 per hour and et an altitude of 30,090 feet 
and a flight Speed Of 30Omil0S per hour. Figure 9 show8 that the 
Improvements in perf omance obtainable with a cooling fan are even 
smaller at the lower altitudes ad only slightly greeter at the 
lower flight epeed. 

The maximum decrease in specific weight and specific frontal 
eree of the condenser with the mo8t effeotive size (13.0 8q ft;) 
that can be obtained by u8e of e fen is about ll percent. 
(See fig. 9.) In view of the small gains in condepeer performance, 
the additional weight of the fan, a& the Complexities of the 
installation, a fen is probably uzldesireble for thie type of 
system. 

Effect of turbine-outlet preasure on over-all effioienoy. - 
The variation of over-all efficiency, deffned as the dImensionlees 
ratio of net thrust power minus nacelle drag power to restor-heat 
input, is probably of greeter importance than the previously dis- 
cussed variation of specific condenser weight and frontal aree. 
If the reactor weight is the principal coneideretion, then with 
the reactor operating at its maximum heat-release rate, maxImum 
net thrust power per unit‘weight of the system will be obtained 
et maximum over-all efficiency. 

The effect of turbine-outlet pressure on over-all efficiency 
ie shown in figure 10 for veriou8 turbine-inlet pressures and 
velues of If-p/q. The over-all efficiency decreases with inoreaeing 
outlet pressure except at high value8 of Ap/q, where it h&s a 
maximum et outlet pressures between 40 and 80 pound8 per squ8re 
inch absolute. A8 previously mentioned, the most effective 
Operating Outlet pre88Llre from considerations Of 8peCifiC COn- 
denser weight and frontal t%??ea ie between approxfmately 30 end 
100 pounds per square inch ebeolute. (See fig. 3.) The curves 
of over-all effioiency a& specific condenser weight and frontal 
eree et value8 of Ap/q of 0.20 and 0.40 are relatively flat in 
this region of turbine-outlet preeeure; hence, it appesrs that the 
mo8t desirable operating conditions frcvn considerations of optimum 
utilization of the reactor may occur cloee to the optimum operating 
conditions for the Godenser. 

Because of the relative effect8 of Conden8er internal and 
external dreg, the over-all efficiency (et Conetent value8 of 
turbine-inlet and. turbine-outlet conditione) passes through a 
maximum et sagps value of Ap/q, which depends on flight speed 
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and altitude. For the flight oonditions shown, the maximum value8 
of over-all efficiency occur et e velue of Ap/q of about 0.20 for 
all turbine-inlet and turbine-outlet pressuree. 

Power-plant-weight estimates. - Weight estimates indicate that 
for a turbine operating et an inlet pressure of 1400 pounds per 
square inch absolute, an outlet pressure of 100 pound8 per square 
inoh ebEolute, an inlet temperature of 866O F, and a power output 
of 5000 horsepower the total. power-plant weight including propeller 
but exoluding reactor and working fluid would be 5460 pound8 et e 
flight epeed of 500 mile8 per hour and an altitude of 30,000 feet. 
(See the &ppelldiX for a diECus8iOn Of the Weight breakdown.) This 
weight would oorreepond to specific weights of 1.09 pounds per 
turbine horeepower, 1.59 pounds per net thrust horsepower with the 
condermer suhnerged in the wings (no external nacelle drag), and 
2.55 pound8 per net thrust horsepower with the condenser in a 
neoelle . At e flight speed of 300 miles per hour and an altitude 
of 15,000 feet, the power-plant weight would be 5870 poti8 
(owing to a heavier propeller) ami the corresponding specific 
weights would be 1.17, 1.74, and 1.97 pounds per horsepower, 
reepectively. 

For the condenser enclosed in a nacelle, the ratio of dispos- 
able load to gross weight of the-airplane would be 0.41 for a 
flight speed of 500 miles per hour and an altitude of 30,000 feet. 
If the condenser could be 80 inatelled in the wing8 es to eliminate 
external dreg, this value could be reised to 0.48. In other word8, 
a weight-carrying capacity equal to 41 to 48 percent of the groes 
weight of the airplane would be available for a nucleez reeotor, 
working fluid, and cargo; or conversely, the gro88 weight of an 
-lane with a nuclear-energy steam-turbine power plant would be 
about 2 to 4 times the weight of the reector, working fluid,& 
cargo. - 

For the same condenser and operating conditions but et a flight 
speed of 300 miles per hour and an altitude of 15,000 feet, the 
values of the ratio of disposable load to gross weight for'the oeses 
of the condenser in a nacelle and the condenser eubmerged would be 
0.51 and 0.52, respectively. 

SUMMARY OF FtEsuLTs 

The result8 of calculations of the performance of condenser8 
for a nuclear-energy steam-turbine power plant for aircraft may be 
summexized a8 follows: 

i 
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1. Minimum 8pecFfic cotienser weight8 and specific frontal 
srees occurred et turbine-outlet preseures between approximately 
30 and 100 pounds per squsre inch ebsolute for Inlet pressures 
of 1000, 1400, and 1900 pounds per square inch ebsolute and cooling- 
air pressure drops of 20 to 60 percent of the compressible dynsmic 
pressure. 

2. At a turbine-inlet pressure of 1400 pound8 per square inch 
absolute ami a turbine-inlet temperature of 866O F, the mInimum 
specific condenser weight was 257 pounds per 1000 net thrust horse- 
power and the minimum specific condenser frontal sree wes 16;7 square 
feet per 1000 net thrust horsepower. These values occurred at a 
turbine-outlet pressure of 100 pound8 per squsre inch absolute, e 
flight speed of 500 miles per hour, a& an altitude of about 
15,000 feet. 

3. Relatively W improvement in condenser performance can 
be obtained by increaeIng the turbine-inlet temperature above that 
required to give satureted eteam et the turbine outlet. 

4. A decrease in specific condenser weight ard frontal area 
of about 11 percent may be obtained et an altitude of 30,000 feet 
end en airplane velocity of 500 miles per hour by ::lecing a cooling 
fan ahead of the condenser. The greatest gain8 in performance with 
a fan were obtained et the Mghest altitude investigated. In view 
of the additional weight of the fan and the installation complexities, 
the improvement8 in perf ormance obteined by use of the fan sre 
probably insignifioant. 

5. A weight estimate based on a turbine output of 5000 horse- 
power et a flight speed of 500 miles per hour a& an altitude of 
30,000 feet indicated that the s-peclfic weights of the installed 
power plant excluding the reactor would be 1.09 pounds per turbine * 
horsepower, 1.59 pounds per net thrust horsepower with condenser 
submerged in the wing8 (no external condenser dreg), and 2.55 pounds 
per net thrust horsepower with condeneer enclosed in 8 nacelle. 
Cslculetion8 based on this weight estimate indicate that a weight- 
oerrying aepacity equal to 41 percent (oondenssr in nacelle) to 
48 percent (condenser in wing) of the gross weight of a steam-turbine- 
powered aircraft would be available for carrying the nuclear reactor 
smi cargo. 

Flight Propulsion Research Labor&tory, 
National Advisory Oarcaittee for Aeronautice, 

Cle'pelend, Ohio. 
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APPENDIX -DETAILS OF =OD OF CALCWION 

Steam-cycle caloulations. - The cycle is shown on enthalpy- 
entropy (H - S) COOrdiEhe8 in figure 11. A pump raises the water 
pressure from the turbine-outlet pressure PO to the turbine-inlet 
pressure Pi along line e-b in figure 11. !Che water is warmed, 
eveporeted, and superheated in the boiler along line b-c to the 
turbine-inlet temperature (point G). Steam et the conditions 
represented by point c enters the turbine and expands to seture- 
tion et the turbine-outlet pressure (point d). A condenser removee 
the latent beet of the steam a& discharges it es saturated liquid 
et point a. Pressure drops of the working fluid through the boiler 
end the condenser were neglected. The enthalpy (and superheat) et 
point c wee determined by trial and error and had a value suoh 
that 

H, - =d 
EC - Q' = O.&j 

where the subsoripts refer to points on figure Il. Thet is, the 
adiebetio effioienoy of the turbine we8 85 percent. The pumping 
work per pouud of steam wee taken as (Pi - P,)v (where v is 
the specific volume of the saturated liquid et PO). 

For all osLculetions, the etesm rate wee adjusted to give 
1000 shaft horsepower after the deduction of pwing power. The 
required steam rate W, in pounds per second. for 1000 net shaft 
horsepower was therefore obtained frcm the following relation: 

(H, - &I) - (Pi - Po) d & 
1 

= 1000 

(1) 

where (H, - Ha) iS in %U per pOl.lIld, (Pi - PO) iS in pOund8 PI? 
square foot, a& v 18 in cubic feet per pound. 

The reaotor-heat input Qr (Btu/sec), the heat rejeoted to 
the condenser Qc (BtU/EeC), and the oycle effioiency qc were 
obtained by the following relations: 

& = W, [(HO - %) - (pi - PO) &j-j 

Qc = Ws (Ha - He) (4) 

vc = 
(% - Ed) - (pi - ‘0) &j 

(5) 
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The properties of the steam for these calculations were obtained 
frcm reference 1. 

Condenser oooling-air pressure drop. - Charts of heet dissipa- 
tion and cooling-air static-pressure drop against cooling-air flow 
for the condenser were supplied by the heat-exchanger manufacturer. 
The investigations frcun which the date for theee curves were obteined 
were made et sea-level entrance collditions of cooling-air pressure 
and temperature and with an initial temperature differenoe ATi 
between the oondensing steam and oooling air of approximately 100° F. 
The hee~dissipetions given by the charts sre valid for all entrance 
oonditions and initial tempereture differences. The vexietion of 
heat dissipation in Rtu per minute per 100° F of initial temperature 
difference with cooling-air flow in pound8 per minute is shown in 
figure 12 for a codenser having e frontal are& of 1 square foot. 
The pressure drop required for e given flow of cooling afr, however, 
may vsry coneiderebly with altitude, flight speed, and initial 
temperature difference making it necessary to m&ifs the experi- 
mental curve in order to account for the effect of these variables. 

The experimental curves were mo&ified by calculating values 
of the cooling-sir static-peasure drop eoross the condenser crAp 
(product of the ratio 0 of cooling-air entrance density to NACA 
standard see-level density s& the static-pressure drop Ap) for 
various altitudes and heat loadings. The quantity GAP wa8 taken 
es the sum of: (1) entrance loss; (2) velocity-profIle loss; 
(3) vena-contrecte 1088; (4) friction 1088; (5) heat-exchange or 
momentum loss; and (6) exit loss. Density changes et the entrance 
and exit se&lone were assumed to be negligible and an average 
density was used to calculate the fri&ionloss. With the assump- 
tion that the air-flow pesssges between the elongated tubes and 
fin8 were rectsngular 0hannels (fig. l).having an effective diameter 
equal to four time8 the crose-sectional srea divided by the pertiter, 
the variation of friction factor with Reynolds number wee calculated 

-using the cooling-air pressure drop8 ti corresponding air flows 
frcm the menufecturer~8 experimental see-level curves. These fric- 
tion factors together with velocity and density changes of the 
cooling air in the condenser resulting from vsriation in altitude 
and heat loading were then used to calculate the corresponding 
pressure drops. The calculations were limited to turbulent flow 
(approximate range of Reynolds number, 2000 to 20,000) a& to Mach 
numbers in the condenser of less than 0.5. 
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The variation of aAp with cooling-air flow is ahown in fig- 
ure 13. Curve A is the manufecturer~s experimental. curve for see- 
level entrance condition8 and an initial tcmrpereture difference of 
100° F. Curves B, C, D, erd E are representative calouleted 
curves for an altitude of 30,000 feet, a flight speed of 500 miles 
per hour, and initial temperature differences of 100°, 2(X0, 300°, 
and QOO" F, respectively. 

Conden8er weight, frontal. area, and Internal drag. - A schsrmatic 
dlegram of the oondenser enclosed in a nacelle is shown in figure 14(a). 
A& standard air wee assumed et 8tetion 0 ahead of the nacelle. The - 
total temperature et the face of the condenser, station 1, wes cal- 
culated from the expression 

V02 
Tl = t0 + 2gJc 

. 

P 
(6) 

where 

T1 total temperature at condenser face, OR 

tO ambient-air temperature, oR 

vO flight speed, ft/sec 

g eooeleretion due to gravity, 32.2 ft/sec' 

J mechanioal equivalent of heat, 778 ft-lb/Btu 

cP speoific heat of air et oonstant pressure, Btu/(lb)(?F) 

The static pressure et the face of the condenser wee taken as 

where 

Pl stetio pressure et oomienser face, in. Bg abeolute 

PO ambient-air pressure, in. Bg absolute 

3 velocity et condenser faoe, ft/sec 

(7) 
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Y ratio of specifio 'heats of air 

'r diffuser pressure-rise reoovery fector, (&88mmd to be 0.90) 

The initial temperature difference ATi between the ete8m end 
the cooling air was taken as Ts - Tl, where T, is the tsmpere- 
ture of the steam in the cotienser. 

The relation between condenser frontal area, heat di8sipation 
rate, initial Mpereture difference, and heat removed fram the 
steam by the condenser is given by the following expression: 

where 

A= 
6OXlOOB, 

4 ATi 
(81 

A condenser fronta area, 8q ft 

a, heat removed from 8team by c&den8er, Btu/SeC 

4 heet-dissipetion rate, (Btu)/(min)(lOO" F ATd)(sq ft frontal 
area) 

The quantity Hr is e function of the cooling-air flow (fig. 12), 
which is e function of the pressure drop (fig. W); hence, for given 
value8 of C&, ATi, and static-preeeure drop oAp, a value of Hr 
and therefore e condenser frontal eree may be determined. Also, if 
the condenser frontal area A is m and Qc and. ATi sre given, 
e value of Hr oan be oalculated fram equation (8) and the rsq&ed 
cooling-eir flow end pressure drop determIned from figures 12 azla 13. 
Inasmuch a8 the air flow given in figure8 12 and 13 18 far a l-square- 
foot section, the air flow 88 obteinsd from theee figures must be 
multiplied by the total frontal are8 in order to obtain a total 
weight flow of cooling air. 

The t%pereture rise of the cooling air in passing through the 
condenser AT, azd the total temperature T2 et the condenser exit 
(station 2, fig. 14(a)) are given by 

T2 D Tl + AT, = T1 f- 
w =P 

where W is the cooling-.eir flow in pounds per second. The cor- 
responding atetic tampereture t2 is given by 
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where V2, the velooity of the cooling air et station 2, is obtained 
from the continuity equation. Thus 

wR t2 
v2 =&T (=I 

where 

R g&s constant for 

p2 ootienser-outlet 

The pressure p2 
minus the cooling-air 
ti equation (11) that 
8Bme e8 the condenser 

air, ft-lb/(lb)(OF) 

static presEure, lb/sq ft absolute 

we8 taken as the static pressure et station 1 
static-peesure drop. The assumption is made 
the cross-se&lone3 aree et station 2 is the 
frontal area. Rqustions (10) and (11) can be 

ocanbined to give a quadratic equation far t2 in terms of the known 
quantities T2, ~2, W, and A, The velocity et the exit (station 3) 
is then 

where C is an over-all velocity coefficient having an assumed 
value of 0.96 end the pressures are in inohes of mercury &bEOlUte. 

In the present study, negligible error was introduced by substi- 
tuting T2 for t2 in equations (Xl) and (12) in order to 8Implify 
the ocxnputation8. 

The internal drag horsepower hpd is 

hPd = 
yJ (vo - v3) 

550 g 

The effect of e change in internal drag power is represented 
through its effeot on the net thrust horsepower hpn, which is 
defined a8 

hpn = 'lp ha - hPd 
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where 
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hpt turbine-shaft power (constant et 1000 hp) 

'IP propeller efficiency (constant et 0.85) 

Effect of turbine-inlet temperature. - In theee calouletions 
turbine-inlet tmperetures above thoee required to give sature&d 
steam et the turbine outlet were investigated. The cycle is repre- 
sented in ffgure II by the path e-b-e-f-e. For this oa8e the con- 
denser mu8t cool steam frown point f to point d in sddition to 
the condensing process from po3nt d to point a. Inasmuch as the 
over-sL.l heat-transfer ccefficient for oooling auperheeted steam is 
considerably lower than far condensing steam, the heat-diseipetion 
curve (fig. 12) could not be used to determine the total required 
frontal area, The size of the heat exchanger required to condense 
the s'tesm wes determined by the method previously outlined and an 
over-all heat-transfer coeffiofent based on the effective-air-aide 
Burface sree wae calculated and used to determine the additional 
area required to cool. the steam fram point f to potit d (fig. ll). 

Calculation of the over-ell heat-transfer coefficient U2 for 
cooling superheated steam involved several stepe. The over-eKL 
heat-transfer coefficient for coSlensing 8tesrn Ul was first deter- 
mined from figure 12, The film oosf'ficient on the steam side h, 1 
we8 then calculated frcan equation (19), reference 2 (p. 269), for' 
film-type condensation on vertical eucfecea. When the re8istance 
of the tube wall to heat flow 18 assumed to be negligible, the air- 
aide film coefficient he may then be calculated from the relation 

1 1 1 -=-+- 
‘ir, rh8,1: he 05) 

where r is the ratio of steam-side surface are& to effective-air- 
side surfaoe area. A steam-side film coeffioient for cooling steam 
ha,2 wee then determined by the method gfven in referenoe 3 end wes 
used in conjunction with he framequstion(l5) inorder to caloulete 
the over-&Ill heat-transfer coefficient for cooling steam U2: 

1 1 1 
--q-j+q u2 

The remainder of the calculation for internal drag power snd 
net thrust power was the same as that outlined for the straight 
condensing cese. 
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Condenser and coolins;fan. - For these calouletions,the fan 
wes ass~mdtobemountedetthe face of the condenser, es shown 
in figure 14(b). The total-temperature rise acro8s the fan ATf 
we8 oelculeted frcm the expression 

where 

(17) 

Tl total temperature immediately shead of fan, 91 (calculeted 
frcau equation (6)) 

qf sdiebetio fan efficiency (assumed to be 0.85) 

Pl total preeeure immediately ahead. of fan, in. Hg absolute 

PI a r total pressure at CondenSer face, i.n.Eg &bSOlUt8 

Calculation8 were made for a range of values of APf/q (ratio 
of fan total-preesure rise to free-stream ccanpres8ible dynsmIc 
pressure). The horsepower required to drive the fan hpf was 
ualouleted fram the expr8ssion 

hpf m3 
550 ATf (18) 

The internaldragpowerwas calculated fromeq~ation(l5). 

The turbine tifanwere assumed to be onthe same shaft and 
the turbine power Y&L excess of that required to drive the fan wes 
aesumed to be transmitted to the propeller. The expression for 
netthru8thor8epow8rthenbeomes 

hpn = 1, (hpt - hpf) - hPd (19) 

Power-plant weight estimate. - Preliminsry design calculations 
were msde for a steam turbine deliV8ring 5000 shaft horsepower et au 
inlet pressure of 1400 potis per square inch absolute, an inlet 
tempereture of 866O F, and an outlet pressure of 100 pounds per 
squsxe inch absolute. Frcm the pitch diameter8 and the number of 
rotor disks, an estimate was made of rotor and stetor weights 
by assuming that these weights varied es the Square of the diameter 
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and using the weight and pitch diEtmeter of e current aircraft rotor 
end stetor es a stadaxd. Based on stress considerations, the total 
turbine weight was then increased to ellow for the heavy casing 
required et the high operating pressure. 

A condenser with e frontal sree of 13 square feet ti e weight 
of 200 pounds, the perf ormance of which is shown in figure 6, was 
used for this weight estimate. Inaamuch es all previous cslcule- 
tions, including those made for figure 6, were based on 1000 horse- 
power frcm the steam turbine, it was necessary to multiply this 
weight of 200 pounds by 5 to obtain the proper value for e power 
output of 5000 turbine hOr8epmer. 

A boiler feed-pump weight of 200 pound.8 was considered to be 
sufficiently high, inasmuch as aIrcraft-type fuel purmps of the 
required capacity operetIng et pressures up to 500 to 600 pound8 
per square inch &IX% weighing about 50 poUna8 are now evelleble. 

The weight of gearing between the turbine and the propeller 
was assumed to be 0.2 ponzad pr ahaft horsepower, e velue con- 
sistent with reduction-geer weight8 of present turbine-propeller 
engines. 

The propeller weight is a sealed value based on the asstm@ion 
i&et the weight varies with shaft power, altitude, andflightspeed 
snd using the weight and power absorption of a typiosl aircraft 
propeller es ebsse. 

A.breakdown of the engine weight We in p&s (exclusive of 
reactor end working fluid) is as follows: 

Turbine 
Condenser 'ockci 

........................ 

Propeller (500 &G,'3;I,;MG itj 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Roilerfeedptrmp ....................... 
Piping, valves, fittings, etc. ............... 
ReductinggesrFng ...................... 
AIrducting ......................... 
~inemountings ........................ 
Controls ........................... 
Totel weight ......................... 

1000 
1000 
1360 

200 
400 

loo0 
200 
200 
100 

5460 

The groes weight Wg of the airplane in pounds was calculated 
from the expression 

wg == y 5 (tl, hpt - hpa - hpnac) 
0 

(20) 
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where 

L/D 

%l&C 

VO 
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lift-drag ratio of airplane without nacelles (essmmd to be 18) 

external drag power of nacelle, hp 

flight Bpeed, ft/Sec 

The externel drag power of the nacelle wes calculeted as follows: 

CD 3 
hpnac=~~gpovo Arwbc 

where . 

% nacelle drag ooefficient (assumed to be 0.0657 et 500 mph and 
30,000 ft) 

PO density of emblent air, lb/cu ft 

h&C nacelle frontal are&, sq ft (assumed to be 1.05 x condenser 
frontal area) 

The disposable load wd available for nuclear reactor, working 
fluid, snd cargo was then 

wd = wg - w,t - we (221 

where 

W st StrUCtUre Weight, lb (e8sLmed to be 40 percent of gross Weight) 

'e power-plant weight, lb 

The follow- sample oalculations of the quantity Wd/Wg ar~I 
specific power-plant weights sre given for a f1Ig.h-b speed of 500 miles 
per hour and an altitude of 30,000 feet: The condenser frontal area 
is l3 X 5 (65) Square feet end the corresponding r&t thruet power 
hp hpt - hpd) frcan figI.Ire 6(c) 18 688 X 5 (3440) hOrSepOW8r for 
5000 turbine horsepower. 
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hc = 1.05 x 65 = 68.25 s-q ft 

hpnac = nvF;2 2 x 0.02606 x 7333 x 68.25 =13OOhp . 

hpn - hp- = 3440 - I.300 = 2140 hp 

W Q -= 18 x 2140 x $?$ = 28,900 lb 

%t = 0.4 x 28,900 = U,560 lb 

wd = 28,900 - ll,560 - 5460 = 11,880 lb 

wd -= 11,880 
33 28,900 = 0.41 

For the case with the condeneer submerged In the wing (hpnec = 0), 
wdiwg is found to be 0.48. 

Specific weights of the power plant on the bases of (e) turbine 
power, (b) net thru8t power, and (0) net thrust power minus nacelle 
dreg power ace: 

(a) pounds per turbine horsepower 3% = 1.09 
5460 (b) pounds per net thrust horsepower = - = 1.59 3440 

(c) pounds per net thrust horsepower minus nacelle drag 
5460 horsepower =- = 2.55 
2140 

At a flight speed of 300 miles per hour and an altitude of 
15,000 feet, the propeller weight is 1770 pour&s and the correeponding 
power-plant weight 18 5870 pounds. The values of Wd/W 
flight oonditions are 0.51 with the condenser in a nace 9.l 

for these 
e and 0.52 

with the condenser sutierged in the wing. 

The 8pecific weights et 300 miles per hour and 15,000 feet based 
on turbine power, net thrust power, az&netthrustpowerminu8 nacelle 
drag power are 1.17, 1.74, a& 1.97 pounds per horeepower, respectively. 
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Dimensions of a I-square-foot section 

Length (steam-flow dIrecttonI, fn. 12 
Width (no-flow dlrectlonl, in. 12 
-Depth (cooling-air-flow dfrectlon), in. 8.75 
Fins per In. I I 
Outside tube dtmenalons, in. 1.215 x 0.084 
Tube rows (cooling-air-flow dIrectIon 6 
Distance between tube center lines [no-flow dire&Ion), in. 0.406 

Figure I. - Schematic diagram of condenser-core structure. 

. 



Fi !. - Variation of Cycle efficiency, steam rate, turbine-inlet temperature, reactor-heat 
input, heat rejected by condenser, and turbine-outlet temperature with turbine-outlet pressu 
for three turbine-inlet pressures. Turbine power, ICUI horsepower; turbine efficiency, 0.35 
saturated steam at tdrbinc outlet. 

. . . 



I I I I I 
Turbine-inlet pressure 

c (lb/sq in. absolute) 

Turbine-outlet pressure, lb/sq In. absolute 
(a) Ap/q, 0.20. 

Figure 3. - Variation of net thrust horsepower, condenser weight and 
P rental area, and specific condenser weight and frontal area with 
turbine-outlet pressure for three turbine-inlet pressures. FI ight 
speed, 500 miles per hour; altitude, 30,000 feet; turbine power, 
1000 horsepower; turbine and propel ler efficiencies, 0.85; saturated 
steam at turbine outlet. 
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0 40 80 120 160 200 
Turbine-outlet pressure, lb/sq in. absolute 

(b) AP/q, 0.40. 
Figure 3. - Continued. Variation of net thrust horsepower, condenser 

weight and frontal area, and speci fit condenser weight and frontal 
area with turbine-outlet pressure for three turbine-inlet pressures. 
FI ight speed, 500 miles per hour; altitude, 30,000 feet; turbine 
power, 1000 horsepower; turbine and propel ler efficiencies, 0.85; 
saturated steam at turbine outlet. 

. 
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20$ ,I I I 1-1 L I 

--- 
h.rbine&tlet ~essure~-lb/sq in. absolute 

(0) APA, 0.60. 
,gurt 3. - Concluded. Variation of net thrust horsepower, condens 
weight and frontal area, and specific condenser weight and fronte 
area with turbine-outlet pressure for three turbine-inlet pressur 
FI ight speed, 500 mi fes per hour; altitude, 30,000 feet; turbine 
power, 1000 horsepower; turbine and propelter efficiencies, 0.85; 
saturated steam at turbine outlet. 

er 
,I 
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AP/q 
Figure 4. - Variation of net thrust horsepower, condenser weight and 

f rental area, and specific condenser weight and frontal area with 
Ap/q for three turbine-inlet pressures. Turbine-out let pressure, 
IO0 pounds per square inch absolute; PI ight speed, 500 miles per hour; 

sltitude, 30,000 feet; turbine power, 1000 horsepower; turbine and 
propeller efficlehcies, 0.85; saturated steam at turbine outlet. 
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lure 5. - Variation of net thrust horsepower, condenser welght and frontal area, and speclflc 
:ondenser weight and frontal area with turbine-inlet temperature. Turbine-Inlet pressure, 
1400 pounds per square Inch absolute; turblna-outlet pressure, 100 pounds per square inch abso- 
ute; M/q, 0.30; flight speed, 300 miles per hour; altitude, 30,000 feet; turblne power; 

IO00 horsepower; turbine and propeller efficiencies, 0.M. 
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400 

Flight Sped, mph 

(a) Sea level. 
Figure 6. - Variation of net thrust horsepower and specif Ic condenser 

weight and frontal area with flight speed for various condenser weights 
and frontal areas. Turbine-inlet pressure, 1400 pounds per square inch 
absolute; turblne-outlet pressure, 100 pounds per square inch absolute; 
turbine-inlet temperature, 866’ F; turbine power, 1000 horsepower; 
turbine and propel ler efficiencies, 0.85. 

. 
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I 26.0 

0 so 240 320 
Flight speed, mph 
(b) 15,000 feet. 

igure 6. - Continued. Vartation of net thrust horsepower and specific , 
condenser weight and frontal area with f I ight sp.eed for various con- 
denser weights and f rental areas. Turbine-infet pressure, I400 pounds 
per square fnch absolute; turbine-outlet pressure, 100 pounds per 
square inch absolute; turbine-inlet temperature 866’ F; turbine Rower, 
IO00 horsepower; turbine and prope1 ler efficiencies, 0.85. 
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5t 
0 so 160 24.0 320 400 4ao 560 

Fllghtw6peed, mph 
(cl 30,000 feet. 

igure 6. - Concluded. Variation of net thrust horsepower and specific 
condenser weight and frontal area with flight speed for varfous con- 
denser weights and frontal areas. Tu rb ine-i n I et p ressu re, 1400. pounds 
per square inch absolute; turbine-outlet pressure, IQ0 pounds per 
square inch absolute; turbine-inlet temperature, 866O F; turbine 
pow6 r, 1000 horsepower; turbine and propel ter efficiencies, 0.85. 
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Figure 7. - Variation of net thrust hOrSepOWer with flight Speed and 
aft i tude for condenser having weight of ZOO pounds and f rental area of 
13.0 square feet. Tu rb I ne- i n I et p ressu re, I400 pounds per square inch 
abso I ute; tu rbl ne-out I et pressu re, 100 pounds per square inch absolute; 
turbine-inlet temperature, 866’ F; turbine power, 1000 horsepower; tur- 
bine and propel ter efficiencies, 0.85. 
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AP&I 
Figure 8. - Variation of net thrust horsepower and specific condenser 

weight and frontal area with APT/q for three condenser weights and 
f rental areas. Turbine-inlet pressure, 1400 pounds per square inch 
absolute; turbine-outlet pressure, 100 pounds per square inch abso- 
lute; turbine-inlet temperature, 866’ F; flight speed, 500 miles per 
hour; altitude, 30,000 feet; turbine power, 1000 horsepower; turbine, 
propel ier, and fan efficiencies, 0.85. 

l 
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fly/q 
be 9. - Variation of net thrust horsepower and specific condenser 

weight and frontal area wlth APf/q at various flight speeds and 
altitudes. Condenser weight, 300 pounds; condenser frontal area, 
19.5 square feet; turbine-in1 et pressure, 1400 pounds per square inch 

abso I ute; turbine-outlet pressure, IO0 pounds per square Inch abso- 
lute; turbine-inlet temperature, 866O F; turbine power, 1000 horse- 
power; turbine, propeller and fan efficiencies, 0.85. 
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Figure 10. - Variation of over-al 1 efficiency with turbine-outlet pres- 
sure for various turbine-inlet pressures and values of b/q. FI ight 
speed, 500 miles per hour; altitude, 30,000 feet; turbine and propel- 
ler efficiencies, 0.85; saturated steam at turbine outlet. 
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Entropy, S 
Figure II. - Schematic diagram of steam cycle. 
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Figure 12. - Variation of heat dissipation with cooling-air flow for a 
condenser having a frontal area of I square foot. 
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Description 

Manufacturer's exDerlmenta1 - 
Sea-level entrance conditions; 
loo0 F initfal temperature 
difference 

ULCI &+-c;LIciGa “I A”” , 6”” , 

and 400° F, respectively 
u" I 3m”, 

I, 
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Cooling-aFr flow, lb/min 
Figure 13. - Variation of cooling-air pressure drop with cool tng-air 

flow for a condenser having a frontal area of I square foot. 
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(a) hi thout cool ing fan. 

Cooling fart- r Condenser 

I b) With cooling fan. 

Figure 14. - SchematIc diagrams of condenser instal lation in nacel le. 
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